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Cisco IW3702 Access Point Mounting Guide
This guide describes the mounting instructions for the Cisco IW3702 access point.

For more installation and configuration information, see the Cisco IW3702 documentation on Cisco.com.

The documentation set for this product strives to use bias-free language. For purposes of this documentation set, bias-free is
defined as language that does not imply discrimination based on age, disability, gender, racial identity, ethnic identity, sexual
orientation, socioeconomic status, and intersectionality. Exceptions may be present in the documentation due to language that
is hardcoded in the user interfaces of the product software, language used based on RFP documentation, or language that is
used by a referenced third-party product.

Note

Conventions
This document uses the following conventions.

IndicationConventions

Commands and keywords and user-entered text appear in bold font.bold font

Document titles, new or emphasized terms, and arguments for which you supply values are in italic font.italic font

Elements in square brackets are optional.[ ]

Required alternative keywords are grouped in braces and separated by vertical bars.{x | y | z }

Optional alternative keywords are grouped in brackets and separated by vertical bars.[ x | y | z ]

A nonquoted set of characters. Do not use quotation marks around the string or the string will include the quotation
marks.

string

Terminal sessions and information the system displays appear in courier font.courier font

Nonprinting characters such as passwords are in angle brackets.< >

Default responses to system prompts are in square brackets.[ ]

An exclamation point (!) or a pound sign (#) at the beginning of a line of code indicates a comment line.!, #

Means reader take note . Notes contain helpful suggestions or references to material not covered in the manual.Note

Means reader be careful. In this situation, you might perform an action that could result in equipment damage or loss
of data.

Caution
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IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONSMeans danger. You are in a situation that could cause bodily injury. Before
you work on any equipment, be aware of the hazards involved with electrical circuitry and be familiar with standard
practices for preventing accidents. Use the statement number provided at the end of each warning to locate its translation
in the translated safety warnings that accompanied this device.SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS

Danger

Regulatory: Provided for additional information and to comply with regulatory and customer requirements.Note

Introduction
You can mount the Cisco IW3702 access point in several configurations, including:

• above a suspended ceiling

• on a rigid ceiling or wall

• in an electrical or network box

• in a vehicle (train, bus, car, van, or truck)

• on a pole

Mounting Hardware
The Cisco IW3702 access point has built-in mounting flanges. You can also use the following mounting hardware:

• DIN rail mounting bracket

• Pole mounting bracket

Required mounting hardware depends on the mounting location:

• For ceilings or hard ceilings or walls, directly mount the access point using the built-in mounting flanges.

The mounting flanges are on the sides of the access point that are without ports.

• For electrical cabinets or network boxes, directly mount the access point using the mounting flanges or use the DIN rail mounting
bracket.

• For pole mounting, use the pole mounting bracket.

Mounting Bracket Part Numbers

These brackets do not ship with the Cisco IW3720 access point, but you can order them separately.Note
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Table 1: Cisco IW3702 Mounting Bracket Part Numbers

Cisco Part NumberMounting Bracket

AIR-ACCDMK3700=DIN Rail Mounting Bracket

AIR-ACCPMK3700=PoleMounting Bracket (for 2”–3.2” diameter pole)

AIR-ACCPMK3700-2=Pole Mounting Bracket (for 2”–16” diameter pole)

Mounting the Access Point

The Cisco IW3702 access point requires free convection air volume. Ensure that the access point has a minimum of 4" (10.16
cm) of unobstructed free space on all sides.

Note

Using the Integrated Flange Mounts
Direct mounting using the integrated flange mounts is typically for confined spaces or deployments that experience severe shock and
vibration.

To mount the access point using the integrated flange mounts:

Procedure

Step 1 Choose the access point location that can safely support the weight of the access point.
Step 2 Use the access point mounting holes as a template, and mark them at the mounting location.
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0.28 in (7.12 mm) mounting holes1

Step 3 Drill holes on the mounting surface for plastic wall anchors to suit 1/4-20 or M6 bolts, and add the appropriate anchors.
The following figure shows the hole locations.
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Step 4 Align the access point mounting holes with the suspended ceiling mounting holes.
Step 5 Insert a mounting screw in each of the four mounting holes and tighten.
Step 6 You can use the keyholes for “hands-free” installation.

Ensure that the access point is firmly secured.Note
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Using the DIN Rail Mounting Bracket
You can use DIN rail mounting in network or electrical closets or cabinets, or in wiring rooms that have low-levels of shock and
vibration. Figure 1: DIN Rail Mounting Assembly, on page 7 shows the DIN rail and DIN rail mounting assembly.

Figure 1: DIN Rail Mounting Assembly

DIN rail mounting bracket clip235 mm DIN rail (not supplied by Cisco)1

To DIN rail mount the access point:

Procedure

Step 1 Assemble the access point and DIN rail mounting bracket using the M6 hardware supplied as shown in the following
figure.
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M6 screw (Torque 6–7 ft-lbs)3Steel DIN mounting bracket1

Access Point4M6 insert2

Step 2 Position the access point assembly directly in front of the DIN rail.
Step 3 Insert the DIN rail mounting bracket under the spring-loaded upper mounting clips.

Ensure that the DIN rail seats into the anti-slip clips.Note

Step 4 Pull down the retention handles until the lower lip of the DIN rail mounting bracket seats in the lower mounting bracket
clip.

Step 5 Release the retention handles.
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Using the Pole Mounting Bracket
You can choose one of the following pole mounting brackets in the following table, according to the size of the pole that you are
going to mount your access point on.

Table 2: Cisco IW3702 Pole Mounting Bracket Part Numbers

Applicable Pole
Diameter

Cisco Part NumberMounting Bracket

2–3.2 inchesAIR-ACCPMK3700=Pole Mounting Bracket

2–16 inchesAIR-ACCPMK3700-2=Pole Mounting Bracket 2

Using the Mounting Bracket AIR-ACCPMK3700=

To mount the access point on a pole using the mounting bracket AIR-ACCPMK3700=:

Procedure

Step 1 Use the supplied U bolts, washers, and nuts to attach the mounting bracket to the pole.
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M8 x 1.25 nuts and washers32"– 3.2" (5–8 cm) diameter pole1

Pole mounting bracket4M8 x 1.25 U-bolt2

Step 2 Use the included bolts, washers, and nuts to attach the access point to the mounting plate.

Ensure that you symmetrically tighten the nuts on the U-bolts. If you over tighten one side, the U-bolt will
skew.

Note

Step 3 Torque the nuts to 6 to 7 foot-pounds.

Access point1

M6 bolts and washers2

Pole mounting bracket3
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Ensure that the access point is firmly secured to the mounting bracket.Note

You can use the keyholes for “hands-free” installation. Ensure that you torque the nuts to 6 to 7 ft-lbs.

Never leave the access point unattended if the mounting hardware is not torqued to full value.Caution

Using the Mounting Bracket AIR-ACCPMK3700-2=

The mounting bracket AIR-ACCPMK3700-2= supports poles from 2 to 16 inches in diameter. To mount the access point on a pole
using this mounting bracket:

Procedure

Step 1 Assemble two strap brackets on the pole clamp bracket that are positioned for the pole diameter you are using to mount
the access point. The following image illustrates the pole diameter indicators and bolt holes on the pole clamp bracket.

Figure 2: Pole Clamp Bracket Adjustment Hole Locations

Pole size indicators

• 2 to 6 in.

• 6 to 11 in.

• 11 to 16 in.

1

Bolt holes for pole diameters (11 to 16 inches indicated)2
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Step 2 Position the strap brackets on the pole clamp bracket for the pole diameter you are using and secure each strap bracket
with two M8 x16 bolts (with lock washers), as the following image shows. Tighten the bolts to 13 to 15 ft lbs (17.6 to
20.3 N-m).

Figure 3: Assembled Pole Clamp Bracket and Strap Brackets

M8 x1.25x16 bolts (with lock washers)1

Pole clamp bracket2

Strap bracket (shown positioned for 11 to 16 inch diameter pole)3

Step 3 Screw the M8 nut onto the pole clamp bracket support bolt, and tighten just enough to prevent the bolt from falling off.
Step 4 To mount your access point on a vertical pole, you need to install two metal bands around the pole to support the access

point. This process requires extra tools and material not provided in the pole mount kit (see the following table for
details).
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Table 3: Material Needed to Mount Access Point on a Pole

In
Kit

Materials RequiredMounting Method

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

• Two 0.75-in (1.9 cm) stainless steel bands

• Banding strap tool (BAND IT) (Cisco AIR-BAND-INST-TL=)

• Ground lug (provided with access point)

• Crimping tool for ground lug, Panduit CT-720 with CD-720-1 die
(http://onlinecatalog.panduit.com)

• #6 AWG ground wire

Vertical pole

Step 5 Select a mounting location on the pole to mount the access point. You can attach the access point to any pole from 2
to 16 inch (5.1 to 40.6 cm) in diameter.

Step 6 For poles larger than 3.5 inch (8.9 cm), mount the pole clamp bracket assembly to a pole (see the following image)
using two metal straps. Following the instructions provided with the banding strap tool (BAND IT)
(AIR-BAND-INST-TL=), loop each metal strap twice through the slots on the strap bracket.

Do not place the metal straps in the large open area between the pole clamp bracket and the strap brackets,
because this does not properly secure the access point.

Caution
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Figure 4: Clamp Bracket Assembly Mounted on Poles Larger than 3.5 inch (8.9 cm)

Metalmounting strap3Pole clamp bracket1

Pole4Strap slot in strap bracket2

Step 7 For pole diameters of 3.5 inch (8.9 cm) or less, mount the pole clamp bracket assembly to a pole using two metal straps
looped through the space between the pole clamp bracket and the strap brackets to provide maximum holding strength
for extreme environments. Following the instructions provided with the banding strap tool (BAND IT)
(AIR-BAND-INST-TL=), loop each metal strap twice.

Do not place the metal straps in the large open area between the pole clamp bracket and the strap brackets
because this does not properly secure the access point.

Caution

Step 8 Position the pole clamp bracket on the pole as needed before tightening the metal bands.

When the metal bands are tightened to the full tension, the pole clamp bracket cannot be adjusted unless the
metal bands are cut or disassembled.

Note
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Step 9 Tighten the metal bands using the banding strap tool (BAND IT) (Cisco AIR-BAND-INST-TL=) by following the
operating instructions in the box with the tool. Ensure that the metal bands are as tight as possible.

Step 10 Place the mounting bracket onto the pole clamp bracket support bolt.
Step 11 Install four M8 x16 bolts (with flat and lock washers) into the bolt holes.

Figure 5: Mounting Bracket and Pole Clamp Bracket Assembly

Bolt holes3Pole clamp bracket assembly1

Mounting
bracket

4Access point support bolt2

Step 12 Hand-tighten the bolts and the nut (do not overtighten).
Step 13 Adjust the top edge of the mounting bracket until it is horizontal and tighten the bolts and the flange nut to 13 to 15

ft-lbs (17.6 to 20.3 N-m).
Step 14 Use the included bolts, washers, and nuts to attach the access point to the mounting plate.
Step 15 Torque the nuts to 6 to 7 ft-lbs.
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Figure 6: Access Point Installed in the Mounting Bracket

Access point1

M6 bolts and washers2

Polemounting bracket3

Ensure that the access point is firmly secured to the mounting bracket.Note

Never leave the access point unattended if the mounting hardware is not torqued to full value.Caution

Attaching a Power Adapter
If you want to attach a power adapter (AIR-PWRADPT3700NA=, AIR-PWRADPT3700IN=) to the access point on a pole using the
mounting bracket AIR-ACCPMK3700= or AIR-ACCPMK3700-2=, use the procedures in the following sections.
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Attaching a Power Adapter Using the Mounting Bracket AIR-ACCPMK3700=
To attach a power adapter (AIR-PWRADPT3700NA=, AIR-PWRADPT3700IN=) to the access point on a pole using the mounting
bracket AIR-ACCPMK3700=, use the following procedures:

Procedure

Step 1 Ensure you have the mounting bracket set up as described in step 1 of Using the Mounting Bracket AIR-ACCPMK3700=
, on page 9.

Step 2 Attach the power supply using 4x 6-32 screws and torque the screws to 8.3-11 in-lbs, as shown in Figure 7: Power Adapter
Installed Using Mounting Bracket AIR-ACCPMK3700=, on page 17.

Figure 7: Power Adapter Installed Using Mounting Bracket AIR-ACCPMK3700=

DC Output Cable3Power
Adapter

1

10 inchesMinimumLength4Tie Wraps2
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Step 3 Ensure that the excess cable is bundled and tie wrapped to the mounting bracket. Route the cable as shown in Figure 7:
Power Adapter Installed Using Mounting Bracket AIR-ACCPMK3700=, on page 17.

Step 4 Ensure that there is 10 inches minimum length from the bottom edge of the power supply to the end of the connector as
shown in Figure 7: Power Adapter Installed Using Mounting Bracket AIR-ACCPMK3700=, on page 17.

Step 5 Attach the access point to the mounting plate as described in step 2 and step 3 of Using the Mounting Bracket
AIR-ACCPMK3700= , on page 9.

Attaching a Power Adapter Using the Mounting Bracket AIR-ACCPMK3700-2=
To attach a power adapter (AIR-PWRADPT3700NA=, AIR-PWRADPT3700IN=) to the access point on a pole using the mounting
bracket AIR-ACCPMK3700-2=, use the following procedures:

Procedure

Step 1 Ensure you have the mounting bracket set up as described in step 1 through step 13 of Using the Mounting Bracket
AIR-ACCPMK3700-2=, on page 11. But for step 11, the 2 lower bolts need to be repositioned to the locations indicated
as No. 6 in the following figure.

Step 2 Attach the power supply using 4x 6-32 screws and torque the screws to 8.3-11 in-lbs, as shown in Figure 8: Power Adapter
Installed Using Mounting Bracket AIR-ACCPMK3700-2=, on page 19.
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Figure 8: Power Adapter Installed Using Mounting Bracket AIR-ACCPMK3700-2=

10 inchesMinimumLength4Power Adapter1

4x 6-32 Screws5Tie Wraps2

Reposition the bolts610 inchesMinimumLength3

Step 3 Ensure that the excess cable is bundled and tie wrapped to the mounting bracket. Route the cable as shown in Figure 8:
Power Adapter Installed Using Mounting Bracket AIR-ACCPMK3700-2=, on page 19.

Step 4 Ensure that there is 10 inches minimum length from the bottom edge of the power supply to the end of the connector as
shown in Figure 8: Power Adapter Installed Using Mounting Bracket AIR-ACCPMK3700-2=, on page 19.

Step 5 Attach the access point to the mounting plate as described in step 14 and step 15 of Using the Mounting Bracket
AIR-ACCPMK3700-2=, on page 11.
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Grounding an Access Point
For information about how to ground the access point, see the “Grounding the Access Point” section of the Cisco IW3702 Getting
Started Guide on Cisco.com.

Related Documentation
• Cisco IW3702 Access Point Getting Started Guide
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THE SPECIFICATIONS AND INFORMATION REGARDING THE PRODUCTS IN THIS MANUAL ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. ALL STATEMENTS,
INFORMATION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS IN THIS MANUAL ARE BELIEVED TO BE ACCURATE BUT ARE PRESENTED WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. USERS MUST TAKE FULL RESPONSIBILITY FOR THEIR APPLICATION OF ANY PRODUCTS.

THE SOFTWARE LICENSE AND LIMITED WARRANTY FOR THE ACCOMPANYING PRODUCT ARE SET FORTH IN THE INFORMATION PACKET THAT SHIPPED WITH
THE PRODUCT AND ARE INCORPORATED HEREIN BY THIS REFERENCE. IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO LOCATE THE SOFTWARE LICENSE OR LIMITED WARRANTY,
CONTACT YOUR CISCO REPRESENTATIVE FOR A COPY.

The following information is for FCC compliance of Class A devices: This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class A digital device, pursuant to part 15
of the FCC rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference when the equipment is operated in a commercial environment. This equipment
generates, uses, and can radiate radio-frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the instruction manual, may cause harmful interference to radio communications.
Operation of this equipment in a residential area is likely to cause harmful interference, in which case users will be required to correct the interference at their own expense.

The following information is for FCC compliance of Class B devices: This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B digital device, pursuant to part 15 of
the FCC rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference in a residential installation. This equipment generates, uses and can radiate radio
frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio communications. However, there is no guarantee that interference
will not occur in a particular installation. If the equipment causes interference to radio or television reception, which can be determined by turning the equipment off and on, users are
encouraged to try to correct the interference by using one or more of the following measures:

• Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna.

• Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver.

• Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the receiver is connected.

• Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for help.

Modifications to this product not authorized by Cisco could void the FCC approval and negate your authority to operate the product.

The Cisco implementation of TCP header compression is an adaptation of a program developed by the University of California, Berkeley (UCB) as part of UCB’s public domain version of
the UNIX operating system. All rights reserved. Copyright © 1981, Regents of the University of California.

NOTWITHSTANDING ANY OTHERWARRANTY HEREIN, ALL DOCUMENT FILES AND SOFTWARE OF THESE SUPPLIERS ARE PROVIDED "AS IS" WITH ALL FAULTS.
CISCO AND THE ABOVE-NAMED SUPPLIERS DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THOSE OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OR ARISING FROM A COURSE OF DEALING, USAGE, OR TRADE PRACTICE.

IN NO EVENT SHALL CISCO OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT
LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS OR LOSS OR DAMAGE TO DATA ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THIS MANUAL, EVEN IF CISCO OR ITS SUPPLIERS
HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

Any Internet Protocol (IP) addresses and phone numbers used in this document are not intended to be actual addresses and phone numbers. Any examples, command display output, network
topology diagrams, and other figures included in the document are shown for illustrative purposes only. Any use of actual IP addresses or phone numbers in illustrative content is unintentional
and coincidental.

All printed copies and duplicate soft copies of this document are considered uncontrolled. See the current online version for the latest version.

Cisco has more than 200 offices worldwide. Addresses and phone numbers are listed on the Cisco website at www.cisco.com/go/offices.

Cisco and the Cisco logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of Cisco and/or its affiliates in the U.S. and other countries. To view a list of Cisco trademarks, go to this URL:
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/about/legal/trademarks.html. Third-party trademarks mentioned are the property of their respective owners. The use of the word partner does not imply a
partnership relationship between Cisco and any other company. (1721R)

© 2015-2018 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/about/legal/trademarks.html
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